FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CITIUSTECH ACHIEVES HITRUST CSF® CERTIFICATION TO FURTHER MITIGATE RISK IN THIRD-PARTY PRIVACY, SECURITY, AND COMPLIANCE

HITRUST CSF Certification validates CitiusTech is committed to meeting key regulations and protecting sensitive information.

Princeton, NJ (11 September 2020) – CitiusTech a leading provider of healthcare technology solutions and services, today announced their BI-Clinical Platform, H-Scale Platform, SCORE+ Platform and other supporting infrastructure have earned Certified status for information security by HITRUST.

HITRUST CSF Certified status demonstrates that CitiusTech’s BI-Clinical Platform, H-Scale Platform, SCORE+ Platform and other supporting infrastructure meet key regulations and industry-defined requirements and are appropriately managing risk. This achievement places CitiusTech in an elite group of organizations worldwide that have earned this certification. By including federal and state regulations, standards, and frameworks, and incorporating a risk-based approach, the HITRUST CSF helps organizations address these challenges through a comprehensive and flexible framework of prescriptive and scalable security controls.

“The HITRUST CSF Certification is validation of CitiusTech’s focus on building world-class processes to ensure the highest levels of healthcare data protection. We are pleased to demonstrate to our customers the highest standards for protecting sensitive data and information by achieving HITRUST CSF Certification.” said Punam Shejale, Vice President, Process Excellence and Information Risk Management, CitiusTech.

“HITRUST is continually innovating to help streamline and simplify how organizations assess information risk and manage compliance in a cloud environment,” said Jeremy Huval, Chief Compliance Officer, HITRUST. “We are happy that CitiusTech has taken the steps needed to achieve HITRUST CSF Certification—a designation which provides added confidence to their customers.”

About CitiusTech
CitiusTech (www.citiustech.com) is a specialist provider of healthcare technology services and solutions to healthcare technology companies, providers, payers and life sciences organizations. With over 4,000 professionals worldwide, CitiusTech enables healthcare organizations to drive clinical value chain excellence – across integration & interoperability, data management (EDW, Big Data), performance management (BI / analytics), predictive analytics & data science and digital engagement (mobile, IoT). CitiusTech helps customers accelerate innovation in healthcare through specialized solutions, healthcare technology platforms, proficiencies and accelerators. With cutting-edge technology expertise, world class service quality and a global resource base, CitiusTech consistently delivers best-in-class solutions and an unmatched cost advantage to healthcare organizations worldwide.
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